young adults to Shakespeare and

Introduction

demonstrate to them how accessible and
One reason the works of Shakespeare

relevant Shakespeare remains today.

are so brilliant is because the stories that he
tells are timeless and can be reinterpreted
and retold, illuminating countless themes in
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unable to escape the violence around them
(Background Book, 2009).

Kiss me Kate

Few realize that The Lion King is
actually a musical retelling of Hamlet
(Alpeche, 2004). In The Lion King, Simba is
exiled after his uncle kills his father to
become king of the jungle. Simba must act
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stage a musical reproduction of this
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opening and during the performance of the

their lives do not end in tragedy. In fact, this

musical. In Kiss me Kate, the two leads,

musical retelling of Hamlet is on the whole
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The Boys from Syracuse
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The Shakespeare Conspiracy?

reconcile (The Regents of the University of
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